SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

To: UNDP/Tourism/079/2020

for the supply and delivery of one yacht

The RFQ UNDP/Tourism/079/2020 is amended as follows:

1. To the Requirements and conditions pertaining to the supply of the Goods the following provision is added:

| Alternative Offers | Allowed. If multiple/alternative bids are being submitted, they must be clearly marked as “Main Bid” and “Alternative Bid”. |

2. Item 2 of Annex 1 is amended to read as follows:

| Hull minimum draught/maximum draught | Not more than 0.4 meters/not more than 1.7 meters |

3. Item 18 of the Annex 1 is amended to read as follows:

| Other equipment | Transom mast support for travelling  
|                 | Transom ladder  
|                 | Engine pantograph on transom  
|                 | Engine 5 HP  
|                 | Fender baskets 4 pcs  
|                 | Table in cockpit  
|                 | Cockpit cover  
|                 | Winter yacht cover for yacht with folded mast (persenning)  
|                 | Radio, MP3, 2 speakers, wiring  
|                 | Navigation lights (tricolor)  
|                 | Kit docking (2 docking lines, 2 anchors, 4 fenders)  
|                 | Stern gangway or front gangway  
|                 | Bags for halyards in the cockpit - 2 pcs.  
|                 | Seats or sofas for passengers in the cockpit with mattress  
|                 | Stern pulpit seat |
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